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1Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

Board
Games



2 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)



3Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

MONOPOLY 80th ANNIVERSARY 

(B0622) 8+

This version features tokens from 

the 1930s all the way to 2000s! With 

a retro gameboard and cards, the 

game takes you back to when it all 

began. 

64,900 LBP



4 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

Standard Monopoly (0009) 8+

Monopoly is the fast-dealing 
property trading game that your 
will have the whole family buying, 
selling and having a blast.

74,900 LBP

MONOPOLY EMPIRE (A4770) 8+

Own the world›s top brands in the Monopoly 

Empire game. Buy your favorite brands and 

race to the top.

79,900 LBP

4 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)
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MONOPOLY ELECTRONIC 

BANKING (A7444) 8+

A modern twist on the classic Monopoly 

game. Collect rent with an easy swipe of a 

card. Keep your inances at your ingertips!
109,900 LBP

MONOPOLY JUNIOR (A6984) 5+

Kids will enjoy all the way to the top!

54,900 LBP



6 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

Disney Princess - Pop Up Magic Frozen 

Game (A7883) 3+

Imagine the world of Disney adventures in 3D

49,900 LBP

ELEFUN (A4092E) 3+

Catch as many lies as you can and win!
69,900 LBP

CROCODILE DENTIST (B0408) 4+

Avoid getting chomped by pressing on his 

sore tooth

49,900 LBP



7Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

HUNGRY HUNGRY HIPPOS (98936E) 4+

Hippos will be chomping & your hippo will 

need to move fast to win 

54,900 LBP

MOUSETRAP (A4973E) 4+

With its zany action on a crazy contraption 

catching the mouse.

69,900 LBP

Buckaroo (48380) 4+

You never know when Buckaroo will buck 

and send the gear lying all directions as 
you load him up. 

74,900 LBP



8 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

CONNECT 4 GRID (A5640E) 6+

Drop your red or yellow discs in the grid 

and be the irst to get 4 in a row to win!
59,900 LBP

Classic Operation (B2176) 6+

Cure Sam of all his wacky ailments by 

picking funny ailment pieces out of the 

game tray with a pair of tweezers.

69,900 LBP

Despicable Me Operation (A2576) 6+

Operate on Stuart to remove the unicorn 

luf or ix his nutty noggin and his toxic 
tongue.

89,900 LBP



9Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

NEW Guess Who? Extra (B2226) 6+

The new Guess who extra game challenges 
you to guess the mystery character to hear 

the winning tune.

94,900 LBP

BATTLESHIP (A3264E) 7+

The classic naval combat game that 

brings together competition, strategy and 

excitement
59,900 LBP

MASTERMIND (44220E) 8+

Outsmart your opponent with a clever 

code or great guesswork & win

49,900 LBP



10 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

GAME OF LIFE (04000E) 8+

What choices will your kid make for his life?

69,900 LBP

CLUEDO - CLASSIC MYSTERY GAME (38712) 8+

Crack the case, question everything to unravel the 

mystery & win

 64,900 LBP



11Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

Trivial Pursuit Family Refresh (73013) 8+

Rack your brain for the answers to 

questions in the category you land on. 

Questions for kids and adults

109,900 LBP

Classic Taboo (A4626) 13+

Guess words and phrases! You lose a point 

if you use any of the Taboo words!

74,900 LBP

TRIVIAL PURSUIT MASTER 

EDITION (16762) 16+

Bet on whether your opponents will know 

the answers

99,900 LBP

RISK (28720) 10+

Lead your troops. Take a risk and rule the 

world! Defeated all of your foes & take over 

the world!

89,900 LBP



12 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

Toys
For boys
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Deluxe Lightsabers (B2948) 4+

Simulated light & sound lets heated battle 

come to life

109,900 LBP

Masks (B3223) 4+

Relive the saga with all star wars masks.

39,900 LBP

Lead Villain Extendable Lightsaber (B3691) 4+

Extend with a lick of your wrist and ight your battle
49,900 LBP



15Prices are indicative (VAT incl) 15

Hero Series Figures (B3908) 4+

Discover exciting stories of good vs. evil 
with this 12 inch universe of heroes

49,900  LBP

Hero Series Deluxe Figures (B3914) 4+

This 12 inch igure & accessory will help 
recreate pulse racing galactic battles

59,900 LBP
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12IN TITAN HERO SERIES FIG (A6699) 

This 12 inch Avenger igure is ready to 
clash in combat with humanity foes!

49,900 LBP

Gamma Grip Hulk Fists (B0447)

These Gamma Hulk ists will make your 
hands look like the most powerful member 

of Avengers.

69,900 LBP

Captain America Launching (B0427)

Be like Captain America with this launching 

Star Shield! The centre star launches up to 

35 feet

69,900 LBP



18 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

Lightning Strike Hammer (B1306) 

Bring your favourite Asgardian to life 

with this great foam role play hammer!

69,900 LBP
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20 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

Titan Hero Series 12” Villain 

Asst (B0831)

The slimy black Venom symbiote gives its 

human host incredible strength and the 

ability to spin webs

39,900 LBP

COLOR SHOCK SLINGER ASST (B1120) 

Put a big hurt on the forces of evil with your 

Spiral Blast Web Shooter.

89,900 LBP

ELECTRONIC MASK (B0570) 

Now kids can make all of the signature 

spidey phrases with simple chin activation 

64,900 LBP
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22 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

GENERATIONS Voyager CLASS (B0975) 8+

Convert from vehicle to robot to the main torso 

and head of a large scale. 

89,900 LBP

Grimlock (B2488) 5+

Grimlock robot changes in 1 step. Light-up 

eyes  and activate diferent lights and sounds
174,900 LBP

Super Bumblebee (B0757) 6+

Convert Bumblebee from vehicle mode to 

robot mode & back again with a fast action 

3 step conversion

189,900 LBP

Robots in Disguise Mega 1-Step 

Optimus Prime (B1564) 6+

Convert each igure in 3 steps without ever 
moving your hands.

149900 LBP



Modulus ECS Blaster (B1538) 8+

Build your own blaster with the motorized 

Modulus ECS-10. You can customize your 

blaster and create over 30 combinations! 

184,900  L.B.P

23Prices are indicative (VAT incl)
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Capacity Upgrade Kit (B1534) 8+

Upgrade your blaster with the Flip 

Clip Upgrade Kit!

54,900 LBP

Strike & Defend Upgrade Kit (B1536) 8+

This kit includes a blaster stock to steady your shot 

and a blast shield to protect your face.

54,900 LBP

Long RangeTargeting Upgrade Kit (B1537) 8+

This kit includes a distance scope for precision 

targeting, a folding bipod  for long shots & a long 

barrel to increase your distance accuracy

54,900 LBP

Stealth Ops Upgrade Kit (B1535) 8+

It includes a Red Dot Sight and a proximity barrel for 
precision targeting with a pivot grip for a steadier shot

54,900 LBP



25Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

Elite STRYFE (A0200) 8+

Accleration trigger powers up the motor 

for motorized blasting!

69,900 LBP

MEGA CYCLONESHOCK (A9353) 8+

Unleash the blaster’s Mega-sized darts for 

Mega-sized battles to ire farther than ever
69,900 LBP

Elite SHARPFIRE (A9315) 8+

Assess your mission or take stock of the battleield, 
then conigurethe Sharpire blaster to suit your 
siutation

54,900 LBP



26 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

Elite PRECISION (A9535) 8+

This set includes Elite Firestrike, 10 Elite 

Suction Darts, & Target Attention

69,900 LBP

Elite CROSSBOLT (A9317) 8+

Build your arsenal with this cool, stylized 

Nerf N-Strike Elite blaster.

84,900 LBP

Elite ROUGH CUT2X4 (A1691) 8+

Slam into battle with the double barreled 

domination of the Rough Cut 2x4 blaster 
74,900 LBP



27Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

Elite STOCKADE (98695) 8+

Get the edge in battle with the Stockade 

blaster! Pull the trigger to unleash a 

barrage of darts

89,900 LBP

Elite RETALIATOR (98696) 8+

Three interchangeable components give 

you the correct options for any situation

99,900 LBP

Elite TACTICAL VEST (A0250) 8+

The tactical Vest Kit lets you carry along 

lots of extra irepower!
94,900 LBP



28 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

Elite RAMPAGE (98697) 8+

Load up the 25 dart drum with Elite Darts 

and take out your targets with a storm of 

darts

109,900 LBP

Elite DEMOLISHER 2 IN 1 (A8494) 8+

The Demolisher ires both Elite darts and 
Nerf missiles to demolish the competition 

139,900 LBP

MEGA Decimator (B1269) 8+

You never know when Buckaroo will buck 

and send the gear lying all directions. Be
109,900 LBP



29Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

Elite RHINO-FIRE (34276) 8+

You can launch a blizzard of darts at targets 

up to 90 feet away from this 2 barrels & its 

motorized iring puts you in control!
329,900 LBP



30 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

ZOMBIE STRIKE CROSSFIRE (A6558) 8+

You’ll be the ultimate zombie hunter with the 

crossire Bow blaster!
64,900 LBP

ZOMBIE STRIKE FLIPFURYG (A9603) 8+

You can’t aford to waste time reloading whie 
defending humanity

69,900 LBP

ZombieStrike DOOMINATOR (B1532) 8+

Load up to 24 darts into the 4 revolvling drums 

then pump the movable handle & eliminate 

zombies

144,900 LBP



31Prices are indicative (VAT incl) 31The prices mentioned are indicative

Toys
For Girls
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STARLILY (B0450)

The pet of any girl’s dream is here; the Starlily, My 

Magical Unicorn toy! Starlily is a beautiful young 

unicorn who’s come from her home in an enchanted 

forest to become a very best friend. She responds 

to voice and touch with more than 100 sound and 

motion combinations! When interacting with her, she 

moves her head and hoof, makes special sounds and 

lights up her horn. Pet, hug, and hold her, and watch 

as she lutters her beautiful delicate wings and her 
horn lashes in diferent colors to match her mood. 
Her front legs moves; hse sits, stands and lies down. 

Play with her on App!

389,900 LBP



34 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)34 The prices mentioned are indicative
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MEMORY MASTERPIECE (A7189) 6+

It’s super easy for almost anyone to do to 

personalize and decorate your world

44,900 LBP

BLENDABLES JEWELRY TREE 

KIT (B1719) 6+

Crank up the color in your Dohvinci color 

palette with Blendables tube.

49,900 LBP

FAUX FLOWERVASE DESIGN 

KIT (B2834) 8+

Customize a unique bouquet by using sty-

ler tool and deco pop tubes to make color-

ful designs.

49,900 LBP

FLOWER TOWER (A7191) 6+

Let your creativity pop with a unique make-

and display art experience that just might 
get you hooked.

44,900 LBP



36 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

BLENDABLES COLORMIXER (A9212) 6+

Remix your creativity with an awesome art 
experience that just might get you hooked!
49,900 LBP

STYLE & STORE VANITY (A7197) 6+

Keep your bedroom a little more organized!

64,900 LBP

SHOW ‘N GLOW DESIGN SPINNER (B1718) 8+

Creativity takes center with a unique spin on Dohvinci 

craiting! Decorte 3D or lat projects on the motorized 
spinning turntable.

84,900 LBP

ANYWHERE ART STUDIO (A7198) 6+

Dohvinci design kits let you decorate and 

personalize your world in so many colorful 

ways

54,900 L.BP
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Golden Furbling SPECIAL (A6298) 6+

54,900 LBP

FURBY FURBLINGS (A6100E) 6+

49,900 LBP

A whole new generation of 
Furby creature is about to 
hatch and they need you to 
take care of them!

FURBY BOOM (A4342)

The unpredictable plush creature 

with personalities that change 

based on how you treat it. 

Download a free app to have 

a Furby Boom adventure and 

translate Furbish. Get virtual 

eggs, hatch, and raise the 

Furblings!

199,900  LBP
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SWEET REVENGE (A4808) 8+

Fire easily from the blaster’s 5-dart rotating barrel

69,900 LBP

Secrets & Spies Codebreaker (B1704) 8+

Reveal the beauty of strength and power while 

on fast-paced adventure.

154,900 LBP

SECRET SHOT (B0647) 8+

Carry this stylish bag on spy missions and be ready for the 

unexpected. It is cleverly designed to look like a fashionable 
bag but it quickly converts to a blaster with the press of the 

diamond shapped button

69,900 LBP
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42 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

SO SOFT NEWBORN (27858) 3+

Soft and cuddly Princess Skyla doll talks 

and sings when you press her foot.

59,900 LBP

FASHION PONY (A8211) 3+

A beautiful tiara & barrettes with its magical 

rainbow cape, shoes & wings.

59,900 LBP

PRINCESS CELESTIA (A0633) 3+

Your princess Celestia pony has 

shimmering wings that lutter and shine!
64,900 LBP

FEATURE RAINBOW DASH (A5905) 3+

Ready, set, ly … Rainbow Dash springs 
into action, speaks and knows when you 

ly her around.
59,900 LBP



43Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

Cutie Mark Magic Playset (B1372) 3+

This lovely boutiqie opens up like a book 

and your Rarity pony has all kinds of 

accessories for fun in 3 diferent rooms.
109,900 LBP

TWILIGHT SPARKLES RAINBOW (A8213) 3+

This playset gives girls a place to play with her 

ponies and accessories to play out fantastical 

storyline

139,900 LBP

Equestria DOLLS THAT 

ROCK (A6683) 5+

Equestria Girls dolls really sing! 

They come with fancy outit & 
include microphone stand

69,900 LBP

Rainbow Rocks Stage (A8060) 5+

Doll comes with outit and shoes and this 
playset includes drum set with cymbal and 

drumsticks.

139,900 LBP
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45Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

RUNWAY STYLE SET (A7942) 6+

Let’s Start the Show! Style Set includes 

more than 75 pieces to build a runway and 

accessorize your pet.

59,900 LBP

FUN PARK STYLE SET (B0249) 6+

Pets can ride the spinning tilt-world 

and zip-line

64,900 LBP

PET DAY CAMP STYLE SET (A9478) 6+ 

This Camp style set has loads of features 

that will let you play out all-new adventures 

for your pets

99,900 LBP

BLYTHES BEDROOM STYLE SET (A9479) 6+

In the heart of Downtown City is a very special place 

called the Littlest Pet Shop where it doesn’t sell pets 

but cater to them

99,900 LBP



46 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

LITLEST PET SHOP STYLE SET (A7322) 6+

In the heart of Downtown City is a very special 

place called the Littlest Pet Shop where it 

doesn’t sell pets but cater to them

129,900 LBP
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SelieSnaps Dolls (536895) 5+
Get to know the Bratz girls via their 

selie styles and technology favourites! 
44,900 LBP



49

Selie Stick with Doll (539629) 5+
Get to know the Bratz girls via their 

selie styles and technology favourites! 
84,900  LBP

Prices are indicative (VAT incl)
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SnowKissed Doll (538028) 5+

The Bratz girls love hitting the slopes! Each of the girls are doing a slightly diferent 
activity - Yasmin is skiing, Jade loves to snowboard and Cloe has her very own sledge

69,900 LBP

Photobooth playset with Doll (538066) 5+

Take fun photobooth pictures of your Bratz 

friends with Cloe and lots of fun photo props! 

Insert your smart phone into the holder, pose 

your Bratz, and snap away! Use the Bratz app 

for more photo fun.

84,900 LBP
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Study Abroad Doll (536994) 5+

The Bratz friends have studied abroad and visited some amazing places. 

Here the girls have adopted some of the culture’s traditional fashion and 

style into their own wardrobe for a unique look

69,900  LBP



52 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

RC Car (537229) 5+

Bratz RC that will allow you to drive your 

Bratz dolls around in style!

109,900 LBP



53Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

Hair Studio with Doll (538059) 5+

You know it’s going to be a great night when you have a Bratz sleepover. 

What can make that even better? A Spa and Hair Sleepover

109,900 LBP

Create it Yourself Fashion Playset (538325) 5+

Girls can customize their own fashion with this fashion playset. Place the 

fashion inside and use special colours to decorate and design your own 

print or pattern. Express the inner artist in you
109,900 LBP
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Big Bratz (538035) 5+

119,900 LBP
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Arts
& Crafts



56 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

DR DRILL N FILL (37366) 3+

Your child can make braces and brush 

teeth for the included head with ears

34,900 LBP

DIGGIN RIGS BUZZ SAW (A7394) 3+

With Diggin Rigs Buzzsaw, you can press 

and cut Play-Doh logs including 4 colours 

of Play-Doh

69,900 LBP

CRAZY CUTS (B1155) 3+

Come on in, Crazy Cuts barbershop is 

open! Time to make colorfully creative 

hairstyles.

54,900 LBP



57Prices are indicative (VAT incl) 57The prices mentioned are indicative

DISNEY PRINCESS FROZEN 

SLED (B1860) 3+

Let imagination take you on icy adventure 

with Anna and her friends from Disney’s 

Frozen. Get Anna ready to go!

54,900 LBP

DISNEY MAGICAL CRYSTAL PALACE 

(B1859) 3+

Combine 3 Disney Princess worlds in 1 for 

3 times the fun! Cinderella’s castle, Ariel’s 

undersea home, & Rapunzel’s tower

79,900 LBP



58 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

FROSTING FUN BAKERY (A0318) 3+

Create amazing-looking Play-Doh cakes 

and cupcakes with realistic looking frost-

ing like details!

49,900 LBP

SWIRL N SCOOP ICE CREAM (B0306) 3+

Create sundaes, banana splits and any of the 

most colourful & fun ice cream creations

49,900 LBP

PERFECT TWIST ICE CREAM PARLOR 

(A2104) 3+

Your little ones will create the swirliest 

most realisitc-looking soft serve ice cream

69,900 LBP
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CUPCAKE CARNIVAL (B1855) 3+

A whirly, twirly, colorful good time! This 

crazy cupcake wheel lets little bakers get 

creative with all kinds of Play-Doh treats.

79,900 LBP

CAKE MOUNTAIN (A7401) 3+

The ultimate crazy cake creation station. 

Customize your playdoh cake. 

69,900 LBP
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DiscoverSounds Activity 

Garden (623417M) 6M+

Activity Garden™ includes a crawl through 

archway, an interactive telephone and 

much more; everything your little one 

needs for years of fun and games!

244,900 LBP

Discover & Learn Activity 

Center (635984M) 6M+

Provides your baby with plenty of exercise 
to strengthen legs, back and neck 

muscles as well as hours of visual and 

interactive entertainment.

254,900 LBP



62 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

Activity Garden Rock ‘n Spin (631993M) 9M+

Watch your little one rock, spin and play with the 

multi functional Rock ‘n Spin ladybird

99,900 L.B.P

Activity Garden3-in-1Adventure (633591M) 9M+

From sitting to standing to making those irst steps, this 
walker is perfect for keeping your little one entertained.

99,900  L.B.P

Rocking Horse Red - 5 pk (167000072) 1+

Your children will put their bodies and imagina-

tions in gear and move to the next level of active 
and creative play!

89,900  LBP



63Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

Little Handiworker (631146) 2+

Little ones will love getting down to work 

with this colourful workshop.

99,900 LBP

Splish Splash Sink & Stove (635557M) 3+

Children can have hands-on fun with this play 

Kitchen Sink & Burner, while  learning the work-

ings of the kitchen

54,900  L.B.P



64 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

2-in-1 Art Desk & Easel (631894M) 2+

With a two chalkboards and two white boards with 

clips, this multi-functional art station to stimulate those 

little creative minds

259,900 LBP



65Prices are indicative (VAT incl)

Gourmet Prep ‘n Serve™ Kitchen (173028) 2+

This ultra modern kitchen has everything little chefs 

want to play pretend, including real cooking sounds 

and separate cooking and eating areas

399,900 LBP

DoubleUp Kitchen & Laundry (171574) 2+

This 2-in-1 roleplay kitchen and laundry centre 

provides two ways to make believe. 

369,900 L.B.P



66 Prices are indicative (VAT inc)

Ultimate Cook Kitchen (484247) 2+

Little ones who love copying mum and dad will cook 

up a storm with this feature rich kitchen from Little 

Tikes. Complete with 38 accessories, functional 

doors and plenty of storage

539,900 LBP

Cook Around Kitchen & Cart (484230) 

2+

this multi-functional roleplay station from 

Little Tikes caters for every little chef

689,900 LBP
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